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ABSTRACT. In this article, we identify the 5-dimensional analogue of the finite en-
ergy foliations introduced by Hofer–Wysocki–Zehnder for the study of 3-dimensional
Reeb flows, and show that these exist for the spatial circular restricted three-body
problem (SCR3BP) whenever the planar dynamics is convex. We introduce the
notion of a fiberwise-recurrent point, which may be thought of as a symplectic
version of the leafwise intersections introduced by Moser, and show that they exist
in abundance for a perturbative regime in the SCR3BP. We then use this foliation to
induce a Reeb flow on the standard 3-sphere, via the use of pseudo-holomorphic
curves, to be understood as the best approximation of the given dynamics that
preserves the foliation. We discuss examples, further geometric structures, and
speculate on possible applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this article is to delve into the well-known restricted three-body prob-
lem, concerning the motion of a small mass under the influence of two heavy
masses, from the modern perspective of symplectic geometry. We will focus on
the spatial problem, where the small mass moves in three-space, as opposed to the
planar one, where it moves in the plane. The main tools we will employ are the
techniques from holomorphic curve theory and contact geometry. We will focus
our attention on the energy level sets for energy below the first critical value, near
the heavy masses. These carry contact structures by [AFvKP]. The results in this
paper fit into the scope of the symplectic dynamics as proposed in [BH]. We will:
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(1) Identify the “correct” generalization in dimension 5 of the finite energy foli-
ations introduced by Hofer–Wysocki–Zehnder in dimension 3 [HWZ98], in
the sense that they indeed appear in the energy level set of the spatial (cir-
cular) restricted three-body problem, near each of the heavy masses, when-
ever the planar problem is convex. Each leaf is compatible with the dynam-
ics, i.e. the dynamics induces a symplectic form which is positive on each
annulus of the foliation. All such annuli have the same boundary (see The-
orem A). In the case of the 3BP, this is the Hopf link corresponding to the
direct/retrograde planar orbits;

(2) Identify the leaf space of the foliation (the moduli space of curves), i.e. it is
the three-sphere S3;

(3) Induce a geometric structure on the 3-dimensional leaf space, in the form
of a contact structure, which is obtained by an averaging procedure of the
contact structure on the 5-dimensional level set (see Theorem B);

(4) Induce a dynamics on this leaf space, also induced by an averaging proce-
dure of the original one, as well as show that every dynamics of the partic-
ular type obtained can be lifted (see Theorem C). This can be thought of as a
statement that the complexity of the dynamics in the space where the spatial
problem occurs is higher than that of the space in which the planar problem
occurs;

(5) Introduce a notion of fiberwise-recurrent point, as a point whose orbit comes
back to the leaf containing it. This can be thought of as a symplectic version
of the notion of leafwise intersection of Moser, as the annuli are symplectic.

(6) Prove the existence of infinitely many such recurrent points, for the pertur-
bative case where the system is near-integrable (see Theorem D).

(7) Discuss examples (e.g. the well-known Katok example [K73]), and intro-
duce the notion of a cone structure being weakly/strongly adapted to an
open book (see Definition 1.2 and Definition A.1). The strong notion in-
deed appears in the leaf space of the foliation of the 3BP, and the weak one,
in a curious example due to Gödel of a spacetime which allows for “time
travel”, as discussed in Appendix A.

Extended introduction. In [MvK], as a higher-dimensional generalization of the
global surfaces of section considered by Poincaré in the planar problem, the author
and Otto van Koert showed that, in the low-energy range and independently of the
mass ratio, the SCR3BP admits global hypersurfaces of section adapted to the Reeb
dynamics. The underlying manifold is S2×S3, and the hypersurfaces are copies of
D∗S2, the pages of an open book whose binding is the planar problem RP 3. From
Appendix A in [MvK], we gather that in the integrable limit case of the (rotating)
Kepler problem, the annuli fibers of the standard Lefschetz fibration on the page
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FIGURE 1. Philosophy: To shed some light on a complicated higher-
dimensional problem, try first to look at the shadow that your lantern
is producing!

P = D∗S2 are invariant under the return map, which acts as a classical integrable
twist map. Moreover, the moduli space of such fibers is naturally a copy of S3,
endowed with its trivial open book.

In this article, we will generalize this geometric situation to a non-perturbative
setting and for 5-dimensional contact manifolds admitting an iterated planar (IP)
structure (as is the case of S2 × S3), with a view towards the SCR3BP. We first con-
struct a version of a finite energy foliation of the 5-dimensional manifold, which
should be understood as the correct higher-dimensional analogue of the holomor-
phic open books as considered by Hofer-Wysocki-Zehnder [HWZ98], in order to
study 3-dimensional Reeb flows. This foliation may be thought of as an S1-family
of Lefschetz fibrations, one on each page of the open book, all inducing the same
open book in the 3-dimensional binding. We show that such a foliation always
exists for the SCR3BP, whenever the planar dynamics is dynamically convex.

We then take a further step. To a Reeb dynamics on a contact 5-fold adapted to an
IP open book (i.e. its page admits a Lefschetz fibration with planar fibers), whose
binding also carries an adapted open book, we associate a Reeb dynamics on a
moduli space of holomorphic curves (a copy of (S3, ξstd)), which is in some sense
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a “holomorphic avatar” or “shadow” of the original dynamics. Via this construc-
tion, the Kepler problem and its rotating version both correspond to the Hopf flow.
When combined with [HSW, Thm. 1.18] (cf. [HWZ98]; see also [AFFHvK]), which
guarantees the existence of adapted open books with annuli-like pages for the pla-
nar problem whenever the planar dynamics is dynamically convex, we obtain a
holomorphic shadow for the SCR3BP for mass-ratio/energy pair in the convex-
ity range (i.e. when the Levi-Civita regularization is strictly convex). We remark
that convexity is not strictly needed, since all one needs for this construction is
an adapted open book for the planar problem, and so dynamical convexity up to
large action would also suffice (e.g. by perturbing the rotating Kepler problem,
cf. [AFFvK13]).

The general direction is then to extract dynamical information for the 5-fold,
from information on its shadow; see Figure 1. With this motivation in mind, we
will then focus on global properties of this correspondence. In particular, we show
that every Reeb dynamics on S3 adapted to a concrete trivial open book arises as
the holomorphic shadow of some Reeb dynamics on any given IP contact 5-fold.
We further study an non-trivial example due to Katok, where we explicitly relate
the holomorphic shadow to suitable irrational ellipsoids. We also obtain dynam-
ical information for the SCR3BP for the perturbative case where the mass ratio is
sufficiently small, via the notion of a fiber-wise recurrent point, introduced below,
which is a symplectic version of the well-known leafwise intersections introduced
by Moser [M78] for the case of the isotropic foliation of a coisotropic submanifold.

Setup. Consider a concrete open book decomposition π : M\B → S1 on a contact
5-manifold (M, ξ). By definition, this is a fibration which coincides with the angle
coordinate on a choice of collar neighborhood B×D2 for the codimension-2 closed
submanifold B ⊂ M (the binding). We assume that it supports ξ in the sense of
Giroux. This means that there is a contact form α for ξ, a Giroux form, such that α|B
is contact, and dα is positively symplectic on the fibers of π; equivalently, the Reeb
flow of α has B as an invariant subset, and it is positively transverse to each fiber
(see e.g. [MvK] for more precise definitions). We denote the θ-page by Pθ = π−1(θ)
for θ ∈ S1, and we also use the abstract notation M = OB(P, φ), where P is the
abstract page (the closure of the typical fiber of π) with ∂P = B, and φ is the
symplectic monodromy. We assume that P (abstractly) admits the structure of a
4-dimensional Lefschetz fibration over D2 whose fibers are surfaces of genus zero
and perhaps several boundary components. We abstractly write P = LF(F, φF ),
where φF is the monodromy of the Lefschetz fibration on P (necessarily a product
of positive Dehn twists on the genus zero surface F ).
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Following [Acu], we will refer to the open book on M as an iterated planar (IP)
open book decomposition, and the contact manifold M as iterated planar. As ob-
served in [AEO, Lemma 4.1], a contact 5–manifold is iterated planar if and only
if it admits an open book decomposition supporting the contact structure, whose
binding is planar (i.e. admits a 3-dimensional supporting open book whose pages
have genus zero). In fact, we have B = OB(F, φF ).

We wish to adapt the underlying planar structure to a given Reeb dynamics on
M (and hence the need to work with concrete open books, rather than the abstract
version). We then assume that the concrete open book on M is adapted to the
Reeb dynamics of a fixed contact form α, i.e. α is a Giroux form for the open book
(whose dynamics we wish to study). In particular, ωθ := dα|Pθ is a symplectic form
on Pθ for each θ ∈ S1. Therefore (Pθ, ωθ) is an ideal Liouville filling of the binding
(B, ξB = kerαB), where αB = α|B, for each θ. We will further assume that we have
a concrete planar open book on the 3-manifold B = OB(F, φF ), which is adapted to
the Reeb dynamics of αB and where φF is a product of positive Dehn twists in the
genus zero surface F . We will denote L = ∂F , which is a link in B (the binding of
the open book for B, and Reeb orbits for αB). Given the above situation, we will
say that the Giroux form α is an IP Giroux form.

This is precisely the situation in the SCR3BP whenever the planar dynamics is
convex/dynamically convex, as follows from [HSW, Thm. 1.18], combined with
Theorem 1 in [MvK].

Statement of results. Our first result provides a foliation of M via symplectic
surfaces (with respect to dα), which also foliate each page of the given IP open
book, and which are fibers of an S1-family of Lefschetz fibrations.

Theorem A (IP foliation). There is a foliationMq of M\L, consisting of immersed sym-
plectic surfaces for dα whose boundary is L. Away from B, its elements are arranged as
fibers of Lefschetz fibrations πθ : Pθ → D2

θ, θ ∈ S1, all of which induce the same fixed
concrete open book at B. The πθ are all generic, i.e. each fiber contains at most a sin-
gle critical point. We have Mq ∼= S3 = OB(D2,1), endowed with a trivial open book
θM :Mq\Mq

B → S1 whose θ-page is identified with D2
θ, and its binding isMq

B
∼= S1, the

family of pages of the open book at B.

See Figure 2 for a sketch of the geometric picture. We call a foliation as above,
an IP foliation.

Contact and symplectic structures on moduli. The leaf-space of the above fo-
liation comes endowed with extra structure, naturally induced from the struc-
ture on the 5-fold. From Theorem A, we may view Mq

= OB(D2,1) ∼= S3, and
M = R×Mq

.
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D2

S3

S1

B

P
F

FIGURE 2. The moduli space of curves is a copy of S3 = OB(D2,1).

Theorem B (contact and symplectic structures on moduli). The moduli space Mq

carries a natural contact structure ξM which is supported by the trivial open book on S3

(and hence it is isotopic to the standard contact structure ξstd). Moreover, the symplec-
tization form on R × M associated to any Giroux form α on M induces a tautological
symplectic form onM by leaf-wise integration, which is naturally the symplectization of
a contact form αM for ξM, whose Reeb flow is adapted to the trivial open book onMq.

Roughly speaking, the contact distribution ξM is induced by a 2-dimensional
subdistribution of ξ = kerα, which along Pθ is naturally isomorphic to a symplectic
connection for the Lefschetz fibration πθ.

Remark 1.1 (Holomorphic curves in moduli). The above construction opens up
the possibility of studying punctured holomorphic curves in the moduli space
M = R × Mq

. These correspond to 4-dimensional J-invariant and asymptoti-
cally cylindrical hypersurfaces in R ×M (in the sense of [MS]). For example, the
holomorphic open book construction (see below) on the trivial open book forMq

recovers the codimension-2 foliation F on R ×M , used below for the proof of the
above theorem.
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F

ker(d θ ) 
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M Mξ =ker(α )

MMP =

C

P

FIGURE 3. The shadowing cone is Cα = dπ(ker dα). Orbits of α
project to orbits of the cone, which are transverse to ξM and to ev-
ery page. The Reeb vector field RM spans the average direction of
Cα.

The holomorphic shadow. We define the (pseudo-)holomorphic shadow of the Reeb
dynamics of α on M to be the Reeb dynamics of the associated contact form αM on
S3, provided by Theorem B. The flow of αM can be viewed as a flow φM ;M

t on M\L
which leaves the holomorphic foliation Mq

invariant (i.e. it maps holomorphic
curves to holomorphic curves). It is the “best approximation” of the Reeb flow of
α with this property, as its generating vector field is obtained by reparametrizing
and projecting the original Reeb vector field to the tangent space of Mq

, via a
suitable L2-orthogonal projection. It may also be viewed as a Reeb flow φS

3;M
t on

S3, related to the one on M via a semi-conjugation

M\L M\L

S3 S3

φM ;M
t

πq πq

φS
3;M
t

where πq is the projection to the leaf-spaceMq ∼= S3.
Shadowing cone. While the contact form αM is obtained from α by an averaging

procedure that modifies the original dynamics by forcing it to preserve a foliation,
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C

-C

ker(dθ)

ξ=ker(α)

Rα

FIGURE 4. A cone structure adapted to an open book.

another piece of the underlying geometric structure which encodes more reliable
dynamical information is the shadowing cone Cα = dπq(ker dα). By construction,
orbits of α project under πq to orbits of Cα. Moreover, this cone is adapted to the
open book on S3, in the sense that alongMq

B we have Cα|Mq
B

= TMq
B, and such

that dθM and αM are positive on Cα away fromMq
B; see Definition 1.2 below. As

αM is obtained by fiber-wise integration with respect to πq, the Reeb vector field
RM of αM spans the average direction in Cα. See Figure 3. One can therefore think
of the holomorphic shadow as the “guiding direction” of the cone. For future use,
we encode the properties of this cone in the following general definition:

Definition 1.2. Consider an everywhere non-trivial cone structureC on a manifold
M , where M is endowed with an open book θ : M\B → S1. We say that C is
strongly adapted (or simply adapted) to θ if

(1) C|B ⊂ TB;
(2) dθ is a section of C|M\B;

and if there exists a Giroux form α for the open book such that
(3) α is a section for C;
(4) The Reeb vector field Rα belongs to C.

Here, a section for C is a 1-form which is strictly positive on non-zero vectors of C.
See Figure 4.

In the case where M is oriented, each page is co-oriented by the open book and
hence inherits an orientation; then B does also, as the boundary of each page.
Then, if M is 3-dimensional and oriented, the first condition means that C|B =
TB+, where TB+ is defined as those vectors in TB which point in the non-negative
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orientation of B. Therefore, each positively parametrized circle in the binding is
an orbit for C.

Global properties. We will now focus on the global properties of the correspon-
dence α 7→ αM. For F a genus zero surface, let Reeb(F, φF ) denote the collec-
tion of contact forms whose flow is adapted to some concrete planar open book
πB : B\L → S1 on a given 3-manifold B, of abstract form B = OB(F, φF ). It-
eratively, we define Reeb(LF(F, φF ), φ) to be the collection of contact forms with
flow adapted to some concrete IP open book πM : M\B → S1 on a 5-manifold
M , of abstract form M = OB(LF(F, φF ), φ), whose restriction to the binding B =
OB(F, φF ) belongs to Reeb(F, φF ). We call elements in Reeb(LF(F, φF ), φ) IP con-
tact forms, or IP Giroux forms. We may topologize both spaces Reeb(F, φF ) and
Reeb(LF(F, φF ), φ) with the C∞-topology, for which both are infinite-dimensional
CW complexes.

We then have a map

HS : Reeb(LF(F, φF ), φ)→ Reeb(D2,1),

α 7→ αM,

given by taking the holomorphic shadow.

Remark 1.3. The contact form αM map depends on a choice of almost complex
structure J on R × M , compatible with dα along kerα, and making R × B a J-
invariant submanifold (the R-direction, however, has to be mapped by J to the
Reeb direction of a suitable SHS deformation of kerα, as explained below). The
space of such choices, which we denote by Jα,B, is contractible for every α, and
hence HS depends on this choice only up to homotopy. Therefore the domain of
HS, stictly speaking, is

DHS := {(α, J) : α ∈ Reeb(LF(F, φF ), φ), J ∈ Jα,B}.
We will write HS(α, J) for the holomorphic shadow of α whenever we wish to
emphasize this dependence.

We will refer to HS−1(αstd) as the integrable fiber (note that this consists of pairs
(α, J), as explained in the above remark).

Theorem C (Reeb flow lifting theorem). HS is surjective.

In other words, we may lift any Reeb flow on S3 adapted to the trivial open
book, as the holomorphic shadow of the Reeb flow of an IP Giroux form adapted
to any choice of concrete IP contact 5-fold (for some auxiliary choice of J). The
map HS is clearly not in general injective (i.e. the shadow does not see vertical
dynamical information), as e.g. Example 2.4 shows. The above theorem says that
Reeb dynamics on any IP contact 5-fold is at least as complex as Reeb dynamics
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on the standard contact 3-sphere (and so provides a concrete measure of the high
complexity of, say, the spatial restricted three-body problem, i.e. it is at least as
complicated as the planar problem). We point out that higher-dimensional Reeb
flows encode the complexity of all flows on arbitrary compact manifolds (i.e. they
are universal) [CMPP]. See also the related discussion at the end of the article on
topological entropy.

Dynamical Applications. We wish to apply the above results to the SCR3BP.
We first introduce the following general notion. Consider an IP 5-fold M with an
IP Reeb dynamics, endowed with an IP holomorphic foliation M as in Theorem
A. Fix a page P in the IP open book of M , and consider the associated Poincaré
return map f : int(P ) → int(P ). A (spatial) point x ∈ int(P ) is said to be leaf-
wise (or fiber-wise) k-recurrent with respect to M if fk(x) ∈ Mx, where Mx is the
leaf of M containing x, and k ≥ 1. This means that fk(int(Mx)) ∩ int(Mx) 6= ∅.
This is, roughly speaking, a symplectic version of the notion of leaf-wise intersection
introduced by Moser [M78] for the case of the isotropic foliation of a coisotropic
submanifold.

In the integrable case of the rotating Kepler problem, where the mass ratio µ = 0,
the holomorphic foliation provided by Theorem A can be obtained by an explicit
construction on S∗S3 of a Lefschetz fibration on T ∗S3 with two singular fibers,
such that the nodal singularities are fixed points of the symplectic return map;
see [MvK, Appendix A]. Denote this “integrable” holomorphic foliation on S∗S3

byMint. Since the return map for µ = 0 preserves fibers, every point is leaf-wise 1-
recurrent with respect toMint (and the shadowing cone is the positive span of the
Hopf flow). If the mass ratio is sufficiently small, then the leaves of Fint will still
be symplectic with respect to dα, where α is the corresponding perturbed contact
form on the unit cotangent bundle S∗S3.

In Section 3, we introduce the notion of the transverse shadow, which records
which holomorphic curve is intersected by the orbit of each point, and therefore
consists of paths in S3 which are positively transverse to the standard contact struc-
ture ξM and to the pages of the open book. The transverse shadow is just the
collection of orbits of the shadowing cone which come from orbits of the original
dynamics. By coherently packaging these transverse paths using the notion of a
symplectic tomography also introduced in said section, and appealing to the classi-
cal Brouwer’s translation theorem on the open disk, we will obtain the following
perturbative result:

Theorem D. In the SCR3BP, for any choice of page P in the open book of [MvK], for any
fixed choice of k ≥ 1, for sufficiently small µ & 0 (depending on k), for energy c below
the first critical value H(L1(µ)), along the bounded component of the Hill region near the
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Hopf flow

HSJ

μ

Reeb(LF(D*S,τ ),τ )P
1 2 2

2D*S

μ=0 μ=1

c

H(L (  ))1 μ

μ=1/2

c=-3/2 c=-3/2

c=- 8

 Kepler
problem

rotating
 Kepler
problem

convexity 
  range

"integrable" fiber

Reeb(D ,  )2 1

FIGURE 5. An abstract sketch of the convexity range in the SCR3BP
(shaded), for which the holomorphic shadow is well-defined. Here,
c is the Jacobi constant, µ is the mass ratio, τP is the Dehn twist on
D∗S1, and τ is the Dehn-Seidel twist in D∗S2. We should disclaim
that the above is not a plot; the convexity range is not yet fully un-
derstood, although it contains (perhaps strictly) a region which qual-
itatively looks like the above, cf. [AFFHvK, AFFvK13].

Earth, and for every l ≤ k, there exist infinitely many points in int(P ) which are leaf-wise
l-recurrent with respect toMint.

In simpler words, there are plenty of leaf-wise recurrent points near the Earth,
when the Moon is small.

Remark 1.4. The same conclusion holds for arbitrary µ ∈ [0, 1], but sufficiently
negative c� 0 (depending on µ and k).

In fact, the conclusion of the Theorem D holds whenever the relevant return map
is sufficiently close to a return map which preserves the leaves of the holomorphic
foliation of Theorem A (i.e. which coincides with its holomorphic shadow on M ).
It may then be interpreted as a symplectic version of the main theorem in [M78],
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for two-dimensional symplectic leaves. The advantage of considering the inte-
grable foliation (in terms of applications) is that it can be qualitatively understood,
as in [MvK, Appendix A]; the above conclusion also holds for the corresponding
perturbed foliation.
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2. DYNAMICS ON MODULI SPACES

Let M = Reeb(P, φ) be an IP 5-fold, α ∈ Reeb(P, φ), and ξ = kerα with Reeb
vector field Rα. Let θB : B\L → S1 be a concrete open book on B adapted to
αB = α|B, and θM : M\B → S1 a concrete open book adapted to α. We denote by
Pθ = θ−1M (θ), Fθ = θ−1B (θ), the θ-pages.

Holomorphic foliations. For the sake of brevity, we will streamline the argu-
ments which have already appeared throughout the literature and give the ap-
propiate references. We proceed to the construction for the proof of Theorem A.
We may construct the fibers of a Lefschetz fibration πθ : Pθ → D2

θ on each page
Pθ, with regular fiber F , in such a way that these fibrations form a well-defined
S1-family in M ; and so that such fibers foliate the contact manifold M , and are
symplectic submanifolds in each page. We can do so as follows.

Finite energy foliation over B. First, we may construct an almost complex
structure JB on the 4-dimensional symplectization R × B, together with an R-
invariant and Fredholm regular JB-holomorphic finite energy foliationMB of R×
B, by punctured holomorphic curves which are asymptotically cylindrical Liou-
ville completions F̂θ of Fθ, asymptotic to L, so that F̂θ projects to Fθ under the
projection πB : R×B → B. Moreover, we haveMq

B :=MB/R ∼= S1. This construc-
tion of a “holomorphic” open book has appeared in several forms in the literature
(e.g. [A11,W10a]), and therefore we will omit details. Nevertheless, there is a slight
technicality: unlike e.g. in [W10a], the symplectic form in R×M is a priori given as
ωB = d(etαB). In order to construct the holomorphic foliation, we need to deform
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(αB, dαB) to a stable Hamiltonian structure (SHS)HB = (λB, dαB) which is tangent
to pages away from the binding, and the resulting JB will be compatible with the
symplectization ofHB, i.e. will map the R-direction to the Reeb vector field ofHB.
The resulting holomorphic curves, while not strictly holomorphic for an almost
complex structure compatible with αB, will still be symplectic submanifolds for
ωB, and this is what we ultimately care about for Theorem A.

Codimension-2 foliation over M . We may then do the same construction, but
two-dimensions higher, as follows. Since ξ is supported by the open book θM ,
away fromB we have an isomorphism TPθ ∼= ξ|Pθ , and onB we have ξ|B = ξB⊕ξ⊥B
where ξB = kerαB, and ξ⊥B the dα-symplectic complement inside ξ of ξB. For each
page, one then extends JB to an almost complex structure Jθ on Pθ (viewed as
an ideal Liouville filling of B), compatible with ωθ = dα|Pθ , and generic as a 1-
parameter family. One can then deform (α, dα) to a stable Hamiltonian structure
H = (λ, dα) with kernel ξH = kerλ deforming the kernel of α, by simply deforming
the 1-form, so that λ interpolates between α near the binding and dθM away from
it. We then have ξH ∼= ξ; ξH is tangent to Pθ away from a neighbourhood ofB, so we
still have the property ξ|Pθ ∼= ξH|Pθ ∼= TPθ; and ξH = ξ near B. Moreover, the Reeb
vector field of H still coincides with Rα. One can then induce an H-compatible
almost complex structure J on R×M (i.e. it preserves ξH where it is dα-compatible,
and maps ∂t to Rα), with the extra properties that J |R×B = JB, the splitting ξ|B =
ξB⊕ξ⊥B is J-complex, and J |ξH|Pθ corresponds to Jθ under the isomorphism ξH|Pθ ∼=
TPθ. Note that we also have a natural Jξ which is compatible with α, deforming
J , for which the isomorphism ξ ∼= ξH becomes complex, and Jξ(∂t) = Rα. One
then uses the H-compatible J to make the open book θM holomorphic, i.e. we
obtain a codimension-2 holomorphic foliation L of R ×M whose leaves are LB =

R × B and Liouville completions P̂θ of the pages Pθ. We have that P̂θ projects
to Pθ under the projection πM : R × M → M , and is asymptotically cylindrical
to the R-invariant hypersurface LB in the sense of [MS]. Moreover, the complex
hypersurface (P̂θ, J |P̂θ) is biholomorphic to (Pθ, Jθ). See Figure 6 for a sketch.

Moduli space over M . The moduli space MB of holomorphic curves in LB,
which is a copy of R× S1, naturally extends to a moduli spaceM in R×M . Note
that every curve in M, while J-invariant but not Jξ-invariant, is dα-symplectic.
Moreover, an application of both 4-dimensional and higher-dimensional Siefring
intersection theory as in [MS, Mo] implies that: either the image of a curve in
M lies completely in LB and is a leaf of MB; or it lies completely in a leaf of H
(and in particular is disjoint from LB except “at infinity”, intersecting it along L).
For convenience of the reader, we outline the higher-dimensional version of the
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FIGURE 6. The codimension-2 holomorphic foliation F .

argument (as fully explained in [MS]), which first restricts the behaviour of holo-
morphic curves to lie inside the leaves of the codimension-2 foliation, so that the
4-dimensional techniques then apply. We remark that the higher-dimensional and
4-dimensional argument is exactly the same.

Controlling curves: Siefring intersection theory. As explained in [MS], there
is a well-defined and homotopy-invariant Siefring intersection pairing u ∗ H for a
curve u ∈ M and a hypersurface H ∈ F . We claim that this pairing vanishes:
using homotopy invariance with respect to H completely analogously as e.g. [LW,
Lemma 4.9], we have

u ∗H = u ∗ (R×B).

From homotopy invariance with respect to u, it suffices to compute the above in
the case where u ∈ MB lies completely in R × B. Then we can appeal to the
following intersection formula [Sie]:

u ∗ (R×B) =
1

2
(µτN(u)−#Γ(u)odd),

where µτN(u) is the total normal Conley-Zehnder index of u with respect to a trivi-
alization τ of the symplectic normal bundle to R× B, and #Γ(u)odd is the number
of asymptotics of u which have odd normal Conley-Zehnder index. In our case,
each asymptotic of u has normal index equal to 1, and the claim that u ∗ H = 0
follows. Moreover, if u did not lie in a leaf of F , this pairing would be strictly pos-
itive, by the fact that interior intersections contribute positively, and intersections
at infinity all vanish (the asymptotic winding numbers of u all vanish, and these
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FIGURE 7. The forgetful map, and the stratification in the quotient
moduli spaces. In the above picture, the boundary of each page is
identified to each other.

are the extremal ones). This would be a contradiction, and so we get the desired
restrictions of elements inM.

SFT-Gromov compactification. We may then consider the SFT-Gromov com-
pactificationM ofM by adding strata of nodal curves, as well as its pointed ver-
sion M∗ by adding a single marked point in the domain of each curve, together
with the resulting evaluation map ev : M∗ → R ×M which evaluates a curve at
its marked point, and the forgetful map π∗ : M∗ → M which forgets the marked
point. Moreover, one can apply Siefring intersection theory to the compactified
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moduli space too, and still conclude that the components of each element lie in
the holomorphic hypersurfaces. Applying the results in [W10b] (namely, Thm. 7
and its parametric version Thm. 8), one concludes that each Pθ admits the claimed
generic Lefschetz fibration πθ : Pθ → D2

θ, each inducing the original open book at
B. Note that each such fibration is minimal (i.e. there are no contractible vanishing
cycles), due to exactness of the symplectic form, and moreover every curve is im-
mersed. In particular, non-nodal curves are embedded, and the nodal curves have
embedded components, intersecting each other transversely; the same is true even
after projecting via πM .

This means that M∗ naturally admits a stratification M∗ = M0
∗
⊔
M1
∗, where

Mi
∗ consists of pointed curves with precisely i nodes, and having closure Mi

∗ =⋃
j≤iMi

∗. In particularM0
∗ is the top open stratum consisting of non-nodal curves,

andM1
∗ is closed. We similarly have a stratification for the unmarked moduli space

M =M0
⊔
M1, whereMi = π∗(Mi

∗). The expected dimension ofMi
∗ is 6−2i (and

that ofMi is 4− 2i), and from a similar analysis as carried out in [Mo, sec. 4.7] for
curves lying in holomorphic hypersurfaces, one can show that each nodal strata
Mi is Fredholm regular.

Structural diagrams. The upshot is that we have a diagram of the form

M∗ R×M\R× L

M∼= R× S3

ev
∼=

π∗
π

where ev is a diffeomorphism since elements inM together with trivial cylinders
over orbits in L foliate R × M , and so Mq

∗ := M∗/R ∼= M\L, and we denote
π = π∗ ◦ ev−1. We also used thatM ∼= R× S3, and soMq

:=M/R ∼= S3. Namely,
Mq

is naturally equipped with the trivial open bookMq
= OB(D2,1), with θ-page

PMθ
∼= D2

θ corresponding to the 2-disk D2
θ at the base of the Lefschetz fibration πθ,

via D2
θ = (πθ ◦ evq ◦ (πq∗)

−1)(PMθ ), where evq and πq∗ are the quotient maps induced
by ev and π∗, respectively. Its binding is identified withMq

B := MB/R ∼= S1. By
quotienting out the R-action, and denoting πq = πq∗ ◦ (evq)−1, we obtain a similar
diagram
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Mq

∗ M\L

Mq ∼= S3

evq

∼=

πq∗
πq

See Figure 7, where we denote Mq,i
∗ = Mi

∗/R, Mq,i = Mi/R = π∗(Mq,i
∗ ), for

i = 0, 1. We denote by θM :Mq\Mq
B → S1 the open book fibration on the quotient

moduli space, which we call the shadowing open book. This finishes the construction
which proves Theorem A.

Symplectic and contact forms on moduli spaces. We now proceed to the con-
struction underlying Theorem B. Let

P = {ϕ ∈ C∞(R, (0, 1)) : ϕ′ > 0}
be the space of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms between R and (0, 1). For
each ϕ ∈ P , we can induce a symplectic form ωϕM on M and a (ϕ-independent)
contact form αM onMq

, such that

(M∼= R× S3, ωϕM = d(eϕ(t)αM))

is the symplectization of the contact manifold (Mq ∼= S3, αM). Indeed, let

ωϕ := d(eϕ(t)α) ∈ Ω2(R×M)

for ϕ ∈ P . Denote ωϕ∗ := ev∗ωϕ ∈ Ω2(M∗), and Fu = π−1∗ (u) the fiber over u ∈ M
(its domain). By construction, ωϕ∗ is a symplectic form inM∗, which is symplectic
on the fibers of π∗, i.e. ωϕu = ωϕ∗ |Fu is an area form on the domain of u. Moreover,
there is a tautological notion of a symplectic connection for π∗, so that every vector
v ∈ TuM has a horizontal lift ṽ ∈ T(u,z)M∗, for every (u, z) ∈ Fu (where z lies in the
domain of u). Indeed, a tangent vector field v ∈ TuM is simply a vector field along
Fu, taking values in the (generalized; see below) normal bundle Nu and lying in
the kernel of the normal linearized CR-operator DN

u at u. The horizontal lift ṽ of
v at (u, z) is simply ṽ = v(z) ∈ Nu|z, i.e. the vector field itself. This also makes
sense along nodal curves. Indeed, recall that the tangent space to a fixed (smooth)
stratumMi of the moduli space along a nodal curve u = (u1, . . . , ui+1) consists of
tuples η = (η1, . . . , ηi+1) of normal sections ηj along each component uj , lying in the
kernel of

⊕i+1
j=1;EV DN

uj
, the fiber-product (under the linear evaluation map EV at

the nodes) of the normal linearized CR-operators at each uj ; so in particular each
element in the tuple η agrees at each nodal pair. Tangent vectors along a nodal
curve which are not tangent to the fixed stratum containing it can also be thought
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of as vector fields along the curve (as follows from standard gluing analysis). So
the above notion of a horizontal lift carries through immediately.

For v, w ∈ TuM, let ωϕ∗ (v, w) := ωϕ∗ (ṽ, w̃) viewed as a function on Fu, and define
ωϕM ∈ Ω2(M) via

(ωϕM)u(v, w) =

∫
z∈Fu

ωϕ∗ (v(z), w(z))dz,

where by simplicity we denote dz = ωϕu . We remark that this same construction
for the special case of closed and immersed curves (not including nodal degenera-
tions) has been carried out in [CKP], although with a slightly different language. In
general, generically and in dimension 6, the locus of non-immersed curves consists
of isolated curves with a single simple critical point (see Appendix A in [W19] for
the closed case). This, and the fact that there is still a well-defined normal bundle at
critical points –the generalized normal bundle [W10c]–, implies that the above inte-
gral is well-defined. In our special setup, we have already seen that every curve is
immersed, so this is not even an issue. While we moreover have punctures in our
setup, the finiteness of the integral is ensured by our choice of a diffeomorphism ϕ.
The fact that ωϕM is symplectic follows by adapting the arguments in [CKP] (except
the nondegeneracy property: here J is not necessarily integrable, and so the kernel
of DN

u is not necessarily a complex space. But we understand precisely what the
kernel is, due to the foliation property and Fredholm regularity, and hence imme-
diately see that non-degeneracy follows; see below for more details). The contact
form onMq

is obtained from the symplectic form in the obvious way, i.e. as

αM = (eϕϕ′)−1i∂tω
ϕ
M ∈ Ω1(Mq

).

By construction, this contact form is independent on the choice of ϕ. Indeed, we
can give a more explicit description as follows. First note that dα|Fu is a symplectic
form on the interior of Fu (which degenerates at the boundary since ∂Fu = L is
a collection of α-orbits). The volume of Fu with respect to dα|Fu is, by Stokes’
theorem, given by

vol(Fu) =

∫
Fu

dα|Fu =

∫
L

α =: Aα > 0,

the total α-action of L, which is independent of u. We then have

(αM)u(v) =

∫
z∈Fu

αz(v(z))dz,

(dαM)u(v, w) =

∫
z∈Fu

dαz(v(z), w(z))dz,
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for v, w ∈ TMq
, where for simplicity we use the notation dz to indicate that we

integrate over z with respect to the area form dα|Fu , and where we use the same
letter u to denote the projection of u ∈M toMq =M\R (which is also embedded).
The contact structure ξM = kerαM can be understood, over u, as the average of the
contact structures ξz for z ∈ Fu; see Lemma 2.1 below. We call ξM, the shadowing
contact structure. Moreover, it is supported by the trivial open book on S3, and
hence it is isotopic to the standard contact structure on S3. This can be understood
as follows.

The complex normal bundle. We can give the following explicit description
of the complex normal bundle Nu for each u ∈ M. Let Horθ denote the ωθ-
symplectic complement to u inside Pθ, which is a symplectic connection for πθ, i.e.
TPθ = Horθ ⊕ Vertθ, Vertθ = ker dπθ, Horθ ∼= TD2

θ under dπθ; this splitting for TPθ
is also Jθ-complex. Using the complex isomorphism (TPθ, Jθ) ∼= (ξH|Pθ , J |ξH|Pθ ),
the Jθ-complex splitting TPθ = Horθ ⊕ Vertθ then induces a J-complex splitting
ξH|Pθ = HorHθ ⊕ VertHθ , and similarly a Jξ-complex splitting ξ = Horξθ ⊕ Vertξθ.
Under dπ : T (M\L) → TMq

, Horθ projects to TPMθ . See Figure 8. If we de-
note by N̂θ the ω-symplectic complement of P̂θ, then, if u ⊂ P̂θ, we have Nu =

Horθ|u⊕N̂θ ⊂ u∗T (R×M). Moreover, the tangent space TuM = kerDu ⊂ W 1,2(Nu)
is a 4-dimensional subspace consisting of smooth sections of Nu, and we have the
explicit description kerDu = 〈e1, e2〉⊕ 〈∂t, n〉, where e1, e2 = Jθ(e1) point-wise span
Horθ|u (or equivalently span PMθ |u when viewed as tangent toMq), and n corre-
sponds to the Hopf direction. In other words, vectors in Horθ correspond to nearby
fibers of the Lefschetz fibration in the same page, ∂t corresponds to R-translation,
and n, to curves in nearby pages. We have an analogous description in the case
when u ⊂MB.

The shadowing open book supports the shadowing contact structure. Since
the open book M = OB(P, φ) supports the contact structure ξ, away from the
binding B we have an isomorphism ξ|Pθ ∼= TPθ, for each θ. Therefore, the splitting
TPθ = Vertθ⊕Horθ induces a splitting ξ|Pθ = Vertξθ⊕Horξθ. Then ξM is given along
the interior of the θ-page PMθ as the average

ξM|PMθ =

∫
z∈Fu

dπq(Horξθ(z))dz.

See Remark 2.2 below for details on how to order to interpret this expression.
Since Horθ ∼= TD2

θ, ξM|PMθ is isomorphic to TPMθ = dπq(TD2
θ). This, together

with the fact that its binding Mq
B is a Reeb orbit (see the discussion of the holo-

morphic shadow below), means that the trivial open book supports the contact
structure ξM. Note that, for u ∈ Mq

B, the contact structure ξM|u is identified with
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FIGURE 8. The complex splitting TPθ = Horθ ⊕ Vertθ, and the in-
duced splitting ξH = HorHθ ⊕ VertHθ . The symplectic connection Horθ
projects to TuP

M
θ . Near the binding B, we have Horξθ = HorHθ and

Vertξθ = VertHθ . Away from B, Horθ = HorHθ and Vertθ = VertHθ . This
structure naturally induces a stable Hamiltonian structure deforma-
tion ξHM of ξM with Reeb vector field RM. The contact structure ξM
is the average plane in the cone Cξ = dπ(ξ), and similarly, ξHM is the
average plane in CH = dπ(ξH); see Lemma 2.1 below.

ξ⊥B |u. Here, ξ⊥B is the symplectic normal bundle of ξB inside ξ|B with respect to dα|ξ,
which is symplectically trivial along u. One can then intepret the distribution Horξ

across the binding as Horξ|B = ξ⊥B .

The shadowing almost complex structure. We have that Jξ induces a shadow-
ing almost complex structure JξM on kerDu, as follows. Consider the Hilbert space
W 1,2(Nu) ofW 1,2-sections of the normal bundle of u, endowed with the inner prod-
uct

gu(v, w) =

∫
z∈Fu

gz(v(z), w(z))dz,
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where gz = dαz(·, Jξ·) + αz ⊗ αz + dt ⊗ dt. By varying u, we can view g as a
Riemannian metric on the Banach bundle W 1,2(Nu) ↪→ W → M. We denote by
gq the metric induced by g on the quotient Banach bundle W 1,2(Nu\R) ↪→ Wq =
W\R→Mq =M\R. The almost complex structure Jξ gives an endomorphsim

Jξu : W 1,2(Nu)→ W 1,2(Nu),

Jξu(v(z)) = Jξz (v(z)),

for z ∈ Fu, compatible with gu. Then ωu(v, w) = gu(v, J
ξ
u(w)) is a symplectic form

on W 1,2(Nu), which can be viewed as a fiber-wise symplectic form in the Banach
bundleW . Let

Pu : W 1,2(Nu)→ kerDu

denote the L2-orthogonal projection with respect to gu. Then JξM is defined via

(JξM)u(v(u))(z) = Pu(J
ξ
u(v(z))),

for z ∈ Fu, and v ∈ kerDu. It is compatible with ωϕM. The splitting kerDu =

ξM⊕〈∂t, RM〉 is JξM-complex, whereRM denotes the Reeb vector field of αM, which
follows from the fact that Pu(Rα|u) is a multiple of RM (see Equation (2.2) below).

The shadowing stable Hamiltonian structure. We have a shadowing stable Hamil-
tonian structureHM = (λM, dαM) onMq

whose kernel ξMH
deforms ξM, exactly as

forH and ξ, i.e. ξHM is tangent to TPMθ away fromMq
B, and the Reeb vector field of

HM isRM, the Reeb vector field of αM. The splitting kerDu = HM⊕〈∂t, RM〉 is JM-
complex, where JM is induced from J analogously as above, i.e. via (JM)u(v(z)) =
PHu (Jz(v(z))), where PHu : W 1,2(Nu) → kerDu is the orthogonal projection with
respect to

gHu (v, w) =

∫
z∈Fu

gHz (v(z), w(z))dz,

with gHz = dαz(·, J ·) + λz ⊗ λz + dt⊗ dt.

The (pseudo-)holomorphic shadow. We call the Reeb flow of αM on Mq
, the

holomorphic shadow of the Reeb flow of α on M , generated by RM. In fact, RM|u is
a positive reparametrization of the L2-orthogonal projection of Rα|u (a vector field
in M normal to u, i.e. in W 1,2(Nu)) to the kernel of DN

u , i.e. the tangent space to the
moduli space. This can be proved as follows.

By construction, the Reeb vector field RM ∈ TM
q

of αM is defined by the equa-
tions

DuRM = 0,

1 = (αM)u(RM(u)) =

∫
z∈Fu

αz(RM(z))dz, (2.1)
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0 = (dαM)u(RM(u), ·) =

∫
z∈Fu

dαz(RM(z), ·)dz.

We claim that

RM(u) =
Pu(Rα|u)

(αM)u(Pu(Rα|u))
. (2.2)

This can be checked as follows. Note that the metric gqM = gq|TMq , where we view
TMq ⊂ Wq as a rank-3 subbundle, can in fact be expressed as

gqM = dαM(·, JξM·) + ‖RM‖2αM ⊗ αM,
where

‖RM(u)‖2 = (gqM)u(RM(u), RM(u)) =

∫
z∈Fu

[αz(RM(z))]2 dz.

We then consider a basis e1, e2 = JξM(e1) ∈ ξM, e3 = 1
‖RM‖

RM of TuMq, which is
orthonormal with respect to gqM. Then

Pu(Rα|u) =
3∑
i=1

gu(Rα|u, ei(u))ei(u).

Moreover,

gu(Rα|u, ei(u)) =

∫
z∈Fu

gz(Rα(z), ei(z))dz =

∫
z∈Fu

αz(ei(z))dz = (αM)u(ei(u)),

and therefore

Pu(Rα|u) =
RM(u)

‖RM(u)‖2
,

with (αM)u(Pu(Rα|u)) = 1
‖RM(u)‖2 . This proves the claim.

The shadow as a flow onM preserving the foliation. To gain some more insight
on the holomorphic shadow, we need better understanding of the tangent space to
Mq

. If u lies in a hypersurface H ∈ L, there is a natural splitting of the normal
operator DN

u = DTH
u ⊕DNH

u into tangent and normal components with respect to
H (cf. [Mo, sec. 4.7]). Here, NH is the normal bundle to H , which is a choice of
holomorphic complement to H which near infinity is R-invariant and coincides
with ξ⊥B ⊂ ξ|B. If H is not cylindrical and projects to the θ-page Pθ, then kerDNH

u is
2-dimensional, spanned by the R-direction ∂t and a vector field nM |u which takes
values inNH |u; while kerDTH

u is identified under dπθ|u with Tπθ(u)D2
θ, parametrizing

the fibers of the Lefschetz fibration πθ near to u. If H = LB is cylindrical over B,
then kerDNH

u = 0 while kerDTH
u is spanned by ∂t and a vector field nB|u which

takes values in Nu ∩ TB. We may choose the vector fields nB and nM so that they
glue smoothly together to a vector field n, in such a way that, when we identify
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Mq ∼= S3, the flow of n is precisely the Hopf flow on S3. The projection of Rα|u to
kerDN

u can then be written as

RM|u =

{
F (u)n|u, if u ∈Mq

B

F (u)n|u +RT
M|u if u ∈Mq\Mq

B

,

where F :Mq → R+ is a smooth positive function, andRT
M|u ∈ kerDTH

u
∼= Tπθ(u)D2,

where H ∈ H projects to Pθ and contains u. This fully completes the proof that the
trivial open book inMq

= OB(D2,1) is adapted to the Reeb dynamics of αM, its
bindingMq

B being a Reeb orbit. This finishes the proof of Theorem B.
The shadowing cone. We define the shadowing cone by Cα := dπ(ker dα) ⊂ TMq

,
where π : M\L → Mq

is the quotient map to the leaf space. We also define the
cones Cξ := dπ(ξ), and CH := dπ(ξH).

Lemma 2.1. The shadowing coneCα is strongly adapted to the trivial open book (Mq
B, θM)

inMq. Namely, we have the following:
(1) The contact form αM is a section of Cα;
(2) The 1-form dθM is a section of Cα;
(3) The 1-dimensional cone ker dαM is a subcone of Cα, and in fact is the average

direction in Cα (i.e. Cα is centered at RM). We write

ker dαM =

∫
z∈Fu

(dπ ker dαz)dz. (2.3)

In particular RM ∈ Cα;
(4) Cα|Mq

B
= TMq

B;
(5) Similarly, the contact structure ξM is the average plane inCξ, and ξHM , the average

plane in CH, i.e.

(ξM)u =

∫
z∈Fu

dπ(ξz)dz, (ξHM)u =

∫
z∈Fu

dπ((ξH)z)dz. (2.4)

Remark 2.2. Formula (2.3) can be interpreted as follows. The intersection of Cα
with the gqM-unit sphere SM ⊂ TMq

, which parametrizes the directions in Cα,
is, away from Mq

B, a closed subset of the upper hemisphere SM ∩ {dθM > 0}
of SM. This subset can therefore be globally parametrized by two angles (φ1, φ2)
(longitude and latitude); the direction ker dαM then corresponds to

(φ1(RM), φ2(RM)) =
RM
‖RM‖

=

∫
z∈Fu

(φ1(z), φ2(z))dz.

AlongMq
B, Equation (2.3) also holds, where the average direction is the only di-

rection, i.e.
ker dαM|Mq

B
= T+Mq

B = Cα|Mq
B
,
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where T+Mq
B are the vectors in TMq

B which point in the positive direction accord-
ing to the orientation of Mq

B = S1. The expressions in (2.4) can be understood
in a similar fashion. Namely, the metric gqM induces a diffeomorphism between
the Grassmannian of co-oriented 2-planes in TMq

and SM, by mapping such a
2-plane to the unique unit vector which is positively orthogonal to the plane; the
above considerations then apply.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. For the first part, we need to show that (αM)u(dzπ(Rα(z))) is
positive for z ∈ Fu, u = π(z). If e1, e2 = JξM(e1) ∈ ξM, e3 = RM is the gqM-orthogonal
basis for TuMq considered above, we have

dzπ(Rα(z)) =
3∑
i=1

gz(Rα(z), ei(z))ei(u) =
3∑
i=1

αz(ei(z))ei(u),

and so
(αM)u(dzπ(Rα(z))) = αz(RM(z)),

which is strictly positive. This proves the first claim. The second claim follows
immediately from the fact that Rα is positively transverse to Pθ for every θ, away
from B. The third and fifth follows by construction. The fourth follows from the
fact that B is invariant under Rα. This proves the lemma. �

Example 2.3 (Sasakian case=Kepler problem). Note that while Rα satisfies the sec-
ond and third of the Equations (2.1), it might not satisfy the first one; this is true
if e.g. the flow of Rα preserves J , i.e. it is holomorphic, which holds if the strict
contact manifold (M,α) is K-contact or Sasakian. For instance, the unit cotangent
bundle of a Riemannian manifold (X, g) carries a Sasakian structure with contact
form induced from the standard Liouville form, and metric g̃ induced from g, via
its Levi-Civita connection. In particular, we have the case of (M,α) = (S∗S3, αg)
where g is the standard round metric and αg the standard Liouville form, whose
flow is the round geodesic flow on S3. This is an IP 5-fold, and (S∗S3, αg) is
Sasakian, its Reeb flow preserving the metric g̃ and the almost complex structure
on kerαg induced from the restriction of the integrable complex structure on the
Stein manifold T ∗S3. For this case, we have RM = Rα, inducing the Hopf flow on
S3. This dynamical system corresponds to the spatial Kepler problem after Moser
regularization. The holomorphic shadow for the spatial Kepler problem is then the
Hopf flow.

Example 2.4 (Rotating Kepler problem). In [MvK, Appendix A], the author and
Otto van Koert constructed a symplectic Lefschetz fibration on the page D∗S2 of
an open book, whose fibers are annuli, and which are invariant under the return
map for the rotating Kepler problem. Its shadow is then also the Hopf flow, and
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the shadowing cone is its positive span. Heuristically speaking, when the mass
ratio µ is then perturbed to be small, the expectation is that the shadowing cone
then has non-empty interior, and its size provides some sort of “measure” of non-
integrability of the problem.

A non-trivial example: the Katok example in dimension 5. Now we look at the
5-dimensional instances of the well-known examples by Katok [K73], of Finsler
metrics on S3 with only finitely many simple closed geodesics. It turns out that the
holomorphic shadow construction can be understood explicitly, and corresponds
to the Reeb dynamics on the boundary of suitable irrational ellipsoids.

We follow the discussion in Appendix A in [MvK2]. Namely, we consider the
Brieskorn manifold

Σ5 :=

{
(z0, z1, z2, z3) ∈ C4

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
j

z2j = 0

}
∩ S7,

equipped with the contact form α = i
2

∑
j zjdz̄j − z̄jdzj . This space is contactomor-

phic to S∗S3 with its canonical contact structure. We consider the unitary change
of coordinates:

w0 = z0, w1 = z1, w2 =

√
2

2
(z2 + iz3), w3 =

i
√

2

2
(z2 − iz3).

For ε > 0 small and irrational, define the function

Hε(w) = ‖w‖2 + ε(|w2|2 − |w3|2),
and perturb the contact form as αε = H−1ε · α. The Reeb flow is seen to be

(w0, w1, w2, w3) 7−→ (e2πitw0, e
2πitw1, e

2πit(1+ε)w2, e
2πit(1−ε)w3).

This flow has only 4 periodic orbits by irrationality of ε. We have a supporting
open book for the contact form αε given by

π0 : Σ5 −→ C,
(w0, w1, w2, w3) 7−→ w0.

The zero set of π0 defines the binding RP 3, and the pages are the sets of the form
Pθ = {arg π0 = θ}, θ ∈ S1, which are all copies of D∗S2. As in [MvK2], only
two of the four orbits correspond to interior fixed points of the resulting return
map, which actually has no boundary fixed points; the other two orbits lie in the
binding, but have periods which differ from the return time. Similarly, define the
maps

πi : Σ5 → C,
(w0, w1, w2, w3) 7−→ wi,
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for i = 1, 2, 3. The Reeb flow then preserves the set of fibers of πi. For i = 1, π1 is
the standard Lefschetz fibration on each page Pθ = LF(D∗S1, τ 2P ), where τP is the
Dehn twist. We will refer to the flow induced on the fiber-space of πi as the i-th
holomorphic shadow.

Recall that the ellipsoid E(a, b) is defined as

E(a, b) =

{
(u, v) ∈ C2 :

π|u|2

a
+
π|u|2

b
≤ 1

}
,

which is a star-shaped domain in C2 and so its boundary S(a, b) := ∂E(a, b) ∼= S3,
which we call a spheroid to avoid confusion (although this is also usually called an
ellipsoid in the literature), inherits a contact form whose Reeb flow is φt(u, v) =
(e2πiatu, e2πibtv). One may view this as a flow on S3 = S(1, 1), which is adapted
to the trivial open book given by (u, v) 7→ v

|v| , and the return map on the disk-like
pages is simply the rotation by angle 2π a

b
. We say that the ellipsoid/spheroid is

irrational if a and b are rationally independent. In this case, the first return map at
each page has the origin as the unique interior fixed point, and no boundary fixed
points.

From the above discussion, we easily conclude:

Proposition 2.5. The i-th holomorphic shadow of the 5-dimensional Katok example is the
Reeb dynamics of:

• S(1, 1), i.e. the Hopf flow, for i = 1;
• The irrational spheroid S(1, 1 + ε), for i = 2;
• The irrational spheroid S(1, 1− ε), for i = 3.

One can similarly choose the open book to be a πi, and the rest of the πj to
be the Lefschetz fibrations on a fixed page of πi. The dynamics on the irrational
spheroid S(1 + ε, 1− ε) is then the 3rd-holomorphic shadow with respect to π2. We
remark that, rather interestingly, this is precisely the one which doubly covers the
3-dimensional instance of Katok’s construction on RP 3 [AGZ, Thm. 2.3, rk. 2.17]
(and the latter we see in the binding of π0).

Proof of Lifting theorem. We prove surjectivity of HS.

Proof of Thm. C. The proof is straightforward from the construction of HS, but it re-
quires some care as to what is fixed and what is a choice, making it rather involved.
For convenience of the reader, we provide careful details.

Denote by α0 the contact form on S3 whose Reeb dynamics is adapted to the
concrete open book π0 : S3\L→ S1, where L ∼= S1, having disk-like θ-page P 0

θ . Let
ξ0 = kerα0 be the induced contact distribution.

We fix the following choices:
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• A contact form αB ∈ Reeb(F, φF ) (e.g. via the Thurston-Wilkelnkemper
construction of a Giroux form), adapted to some choice of concrete open
book on B;
• An exact symplectic form ωθ = dλθ on each page Pθ in such a way that

(Pθ, ωθ) is an ideal Liouville filling of (B,αB) for every θ;
• An ωθ-compatible almost complex structure Jθ on Pθ, which is generic as a

1-parameter family.
• An almost complex structure JB on R×M which makes the concrete open

book on B holomorphic.
This data can be used to construct a Giroux form α ∈ Reeb(LF(F, φF ), φ), satisfy-
ing αB = α|B and ωθ = dα|Pθ for each θ, which is auxiliary. This gives an auxiliary
concrete contact distribution ξ = kerα on M , supported by the IP open book. One
can also construct an almost complex structure J , such that J |ξ|Pθ corresponds to
Jθ under the isomorphism ξ|Pθ ∼= TPθ, and such that J |B = JB; we use this J to
construct the holomorphic foliationMq

associated to α.
Having made these choices, away from B, we have a symplectic splitting

(TPθ, ωθ) = (Vertθ, ωvθ )⊕ (Horθ, ωhθ ) := (ker dπθ, ωθ|ker dπθ)⊕ (Vert⊥ωθθ , ωθ|Vert⊥ωθθ

),

together with a symplectic isomorphism (ξ|Pθ , dα|ξ|Pθ )
∼= (TPθ, ωθ). This induces a

symplectic splitting

(ξ|Pθ , dα|ξ|Pθ ) = (Vertξθ, ω
v,ξ
θ )⊕ (Horξθ, ω

h,ξ
θ ),

where ωv,ξθ = dα|Vertξθ
, ωh,ξθ = dα|Horξθ

. The symplectic distribution (Horξ, ωh,ξ)

extends to B as (ξ⊥MB , dα|
ξ
⊥M
B

), where the symplectic complement is with respect to
dα.

The holomorphic foliationMq
and concrete open book on M provide a diffeo-

morphism F : S3 → Mq
, so that we have an induced concrete trivial open book

πM : Mq\Mq
B → S1 with θ-page PMθ together with a contact form αM ∈ Ω1(Mq

)
and a concrete contact distribution ξM = kerαM supported by the open book.
Via the pullback connection HorMθ = (evq)∗(Horθ) ⊂ TMq

∗|π−1
∗ (PMθ ) for the forget-

ful map π∗, away from B we have an induced identification TPMθ |u = Horθ|u as
a two-plane distribution on M along u. We also have a two-plane distribution
HorξMθ ⊂ TM |Pθ , which is identified with ξθM := ξM|PMθ , as well as, away from
B, an induced linear isomorphism Horθ ∼= HorξMθ covering the identity, coming
from the analogous isomorphism TPMθ

∼= ξθM away fromMq
B. This induces a sym-

plectic form ωh,ξMθ on HorξMθ , coming from ωhθ . Moreover, we can view dαM as a
non-degenerate 2-form on HorξM . For u ∈ Mq

B, ξM|u gets identified with some
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2-plane distribution ξ⊥MB ⊂ TM |B transverse to TB which also comes with the
non-degenerate 2-form dαM. Note that HorξMθ might not necessarily be a subbun-
dle of the concrete contact distribution ξ = kerα, i.e. it does not necessarily agree
with Horξθ. To remedy this, we may take an isotopy {αt}t∈[0,1] of Giroux forms, with
α0 = α, satisfying dαt|Pθ = ωθ and αt|B = αB independently of t, together with the
corresponding splitting

(ξt|Pθ , dαt|ξt|Pθ ) = (Vertξ
t

θ , ω
v,ξt

θ )⊕ (Horξ
t

θ , ω
h,ξt

θ ),

so that Horξ
1

= HorξM (and in particular ξ⊥MB = ξ⊥MB =: ξ⊥B along B). This induces
an accompanying homotopy of almost complex structures {Jt}, so that Jt|B = JB,
and Jt is independent of t under the isomorphism ξt|Pθ ∼= TPθ (i.e. it corresponds
to Jθ). The corresponding foliationsMq

t are then t-independent.
Up to this modification, we have dαM = fωh,ξ for a unique positive smooth

function f : M\L → R+. Since Mq
B is invariant under the flow of RM, we have

df |ξ⊥B = 0. We then consider the contact form αf := fα, and its Reeb vector field
Rf
α. By construction, we have kerαf = ξ, dαf |Horξθ

= dαM|Horξθ
, and Rf

α|B ∈ TB
so that B is invariant under the flow of Rf

α.
Now, the Reeb vector field RM of αM can be viewed as the unique vector field

on M characterized by the equations:

(1) DN
u RM|u = 0 for each u ∈M;

(2) dαM(RM, ·) = 0;
(3) αM(RM) = 1.

While RM is positively transverse to TPθ, as well as to Horξθ, a priori it might
fail to be positively transverse to Vertξθ. Since we still have freedom in the ver-
tical directions, we can then further modify the Giroux form α via an isotopy as
above, without changing the horizontal distribution and relative B, and without
changing the foliation Mq

, so that η ∈ TMq
satisfies αM(η) > 0 if and only if

α(η) > 0 pointwise, when viewed as a vector field in M . If Pu : W 1,2(Nu)→ kerDN
u

denotes the orthogonal projection with respect to the metric induced by J and
dα, the projection Pu(R

f
α|u) of Rf

α|u satisfies the first two equations above, and
g|u := αM(Pu(R

f
α|u)) > 0 defines a smooth positive function g : M\L → R+. Then

RM = g−1Pu(R
f
α|u), so that RM is the holomorphic shadow of Rf

α. Note that Rf
α

is positively transverse to the pages: if it were tangent to a page at a point, since
pages are invariant under J and symplectic for dα, RM would also be tangent to
the page at that point, which is a contradiction. Then αf ∈ Reeb(P, φ) satisfies
HS(αf , J) = αM. �
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γ

Φ0

p

FIGURE 9. The qualitative image of a transverse path γp under the
defining map Φ0 : S3 → C for the trivial open book π0 = Φ0/|Φ0|.

3. TRANSVERSE PATHS AND SYMPLECTIC TOMOGRAPHIES

Alternatively to the construction of the holomorphic shadow, we may keep track
of which holomorphic curves are intersected by each Reeb orbit in M , without
changing the original dynamics. Namely, for p ∈M\L, we may consider the path

γp(t) = πq(φMt (p)) ∈Mq
,

where φMt is the flow of Rα. If p ∈ B\L, this is a parametrization ofMq
B
∼= S1; if

p ∈ M\B, this is a path in S3 which is positively transverse to each disk-like page
PMθ as well as to the contact structure ξM, and is by construction an orbit of the
shadowing cone Cα. Note that different choices of p might induce paths which in-
tersect each other (corresponding to their orbits intersecting the same holomorphic
curve), and even self-intersect (corresponding to an orbit intersecting the same
holomorphic curve multiple times), so these paths are not orbits of an autonomous
flow. See Figure 9. We will refer to the collection

TS(α, J) = {γp : p ∈M\L}
as the transverse shadow of the Reeb flow of α on M , with respect to J , which is by
definition the collection of those orbits of Cα coming from orbits of α on M .

One may further choose to “package” these transverse paths in different ways,
e.g. by considering those paths induced by points on a section of the Lefschetz
fibration at a given page, as follows.

Fix the 0-page P0 in M , and consider a two disk D ∼= D2 satisfying:
• D ⊂ P0;
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• ∂D ⊂ ∂P0 = B is a loop which is disjoint from the binding L of the concrete
open book in B, and transverse to the interior of each of its pages and to the
contact structure ξB;
• D0 is a symplectic section of the Lefschetz fibration π0, i.e. D intersects each

fiber of π0 precisely once, and hence D = im(s) for s : D2
0 → P0 satisfying

π0 ◦ s = id.
We refer to such a disk D as a (horizontal) symplectic tomography for the Reeb

dynamics on M . Note that, if ∂D is a Reeb orbit of αB which is linked with L,
then f(∂D) = ∂D is invariant under the return map. This is closely related to the
counts of holomorphic sections with Lagrangian boundary condition of a given
Lefschetz fibration, as considered e.g. by Seidel in [Sei08], with the difference that
we consider the more flexible class of symplectic ones.

For each such symplectic tomography D, we have an associated return map

fD : PM0 → PM0

on the 0-page of the moduli space, as follows. We identify PM0 with D2
0 via D2

0 =
(π0 ◦ ev ◦ π−1∗ )(PM0 ), and define fD by

fD(u) = γs(u)(τ(u,D)) ∈ PM0 ,

where τ(u,D) = min{t > 0 : γs(u)(t) ∈ PM0 } is the first return time of the transverse
path γs(u) to the 0-page PM0 . See Figure 10.

The symplectic disk (D, dα|D) is symplectomorphic to (PM0 , dαM|PM0 ), and both
have finite symplectic area. In general, fD might a priori decrease area. Indeed,
f(D) is a symplectic disk in P0 with the same symplectic area as D, but it might
have an open set of vertical tangencies, i.e. intersecting a fiber along an open sub-
set of positive area (as opposed to D, which intersects fibers at a single point).
Nevertheless, this is not possible for perturbative situations where one perturbs a
fiber-wise preserving map, in which case the perturbed fD still preserves area.

On the other hand, if fD is easily seen to be surjective, i.e. every holomorphic
fiber of π0 is intersected by the symplectic disk f(D). Indeed, since f is homo-
topic to the identity by a smooth homotopy which preserves the boundary, f(D)
is homologous to D relative boundary. Moreover, ∂f(D) is a push-off in the Reeb
direction of ∂D (they agree if ∂D is an orbit, as observed above), hence they can
be homotoped to each other via the Reeb flow of RB, and in particular away from
L (the boundary of the holomorphic fibers). It follows that the homological inter-
section number of f(D) with the fibers agrees with that of D, i.e. it is 1. In general,
fD is not necessarily injective. However, this is certainly true in the case where f
is close to a fiber-wise preserving map, since otherwise f(D) would have vertical
tangencies.
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FIGURE 10. The return map fD associated to the tomography D.
Open tangencies of f(D) with the vertical foliation (which could, a
priori, theoretically arise from “foldings” of the disk f(D)) might pre-
vent in general that fD preserves area. This does not happen pertur-
batively, i.e. when we perturb a foliation-preserving map, however.
Note that f(L) = L.

Perturbative case. As observed in the above discussion, if f is sufficiently close
to a fiber-wise preserving map, then fD is an area-preserving homeomorphism of
the 2-disk for every tomography D. By Brouwer’s translation theorem, we find an
interior fixed point for fD; by construction this corresponds to an (interior) fiber-
wise 1-recurrent point in the fixed page P0. Varying vertically the tomography D
along P0, we obtain infinitely many such points. If k ≥ 1, fiber-wise k-recurrent
points correspond to interior fixed points of the return map

fk,D(u) = γs(u)(τk(u,D)),

where τk(u,D) is the k-th return time of the transverse path γs(u) to PM0 . Note that
this map is in general different from fkD; recall that fD is not the return map of an
autonomous flow. Having fixed k, using that D and P0 vary in compact families,
we can take a sufficiently small perturbation so that fl,D is still an area-preserving
homeomorphism for every l ≤ k, D and any choice of page, and apply the same
argument. This finishes the proof of Theorem D.
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Discussion and outlook. Roughly speaking, one might expect that the results
here presented open the possibility of obtaining information on a flow on dimen-
sion 5, from a flow in dimension 3 (more specifically, on S3). The flow of the
holomorphic shadow, by construction, maps holomorphic curves to holomorphic
curves, i.e. it is a flow in the moduli space. While the ”best approximation” of
the original flow with this property, it potentially alters the dynamics of the orig-
inal Reeb flow in a significant way. It also forgets dynamical information in the
vertical directions, as well as most of the interesting dynamical information at B
(it is adapted to study spatial problems rather than planar ones); note that in di-
mension 3, the shadow, when seen as a flow on B, is just a reparametrization of
the original one. Moreover, while the holomorphic shadow admits periodic orbits
away from the bindingMq

B (one or infinitely many, by combining Frank’s theorem
with Brouwer’s translation theorem; and in fact if αM is C∞-generic the union of
their images is dense in S3 [Irie]), these may bear no relationship whatsoever with
spatial periodic orbits of the original Reeb flow Rα; unless the latter vector field
satisfies the linearized CR-equation, in which case Rα = RM, which one expects to
happen only for certain integrable systems as the (rotating) Kepler problem. Also,
it would be surprising to obtain holomorphic curves which are invariant under
the original Reeb flow away from the integrable case (or perhaps perturbations
thereof); if such curves existed e.g. in the case of the three-body problem where
F = D∗S1 is an annulus and we have twisting at the boundary, one would be
able to conclude via the classical Poincaré-Birkhoff theorem that there are infin-
itely many periodic points with arbitrary large period.

On the other hand, one might hope to “lift” dynamical properties from the
shadow to the original dynamics. For instance, one can envision extracting in-
formation related to the complexity of the original flow by studying its shadow,
at least generically. For instance, from the semi-conjugation (1), one obtains that
the topological entropy of φM ;M

t is no smaller than that of φS
3;M

t . Moreover, C∞-
generically, Reeb flows on S3 have positive topological entropy [CDHR]. Since
heuristically φM ;M

t is “less chaotic” than the original Reeb flow, this suggests that
generic adapted Reeb flows on any IP contact 5-fold might have positive topolog-
ical entropy, which is moreover generated by spatial orbits (note that if the planar
problem has positive entropy, so does the spatial one, since it is an invariant sub-
set). Of course, this is not the case for the integrable limit situations here consid-
ered. Note that, the shadow of the 3-dimensional flow, when viewed as a flow on
B, has the same topological entropy as the original flow; but, since every homeo-
morphism of the circle has vanishing entropy, we obtain no interesting information
when we semi-conjugate to the moduli space.
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Alternatively, the notion of the transverse shadow, while still forgets dynamical
information in the vertical directions (and so in principle it might not be possible
to recover the original Reeb flow by knowledge of the collection of all horizontal
tomographies for each page), is more reliable than its holomorphic counterpart.
The clear disadvantage is that it is not a flow. However, for each choice of sym-
plectic tomography, the failure of the associated transverse shadow to be a (non-
autonomous) flow is precisely the existence of fiber-wise intersections. Note that
an invariant surface for the return map f is a point u ∈ PM0 which is a fixed point
for fD, for every symplectic tomography D. Note that the notion of a vertical to-
mography is complicated by the fact that there is no globally defined projection to
a fiber.

APPENDIX A. LORENTZ METRICS AND OPEN BOOKS

In this appendix, we consider a weaker notion of an open book being adapted to
a cone structure as that of Definition 1.2, and give some curious examples arising
from Lorentz metrics.

Definition A.1. Consider an everywhere non-trivial cone structure C on a mani-
fold M , where M is endowed with an open book (B, θ). We say that C is weakly
adapted to (B, θ) if there is a Giroux form α for the open book such that:

(1) The Reeb vector field Rα is positively time-like for C; and
(2) The contact structure ξ = kerα is space-like for C.

Weakly adapted cones arise naturally from Lorentz metrics associated to Giroux
forms; see Example (3) below.

Example A.2. We now list some examples.
(1) If α is a Giroux form adapted to the open book (B, θ), then C = ker dα is a

1-dimensional cone adapted to (B, θ), and α is a section of C. In fact, every
contact form for ξ = kerα is a section for C. The Reeb orbits of α are orbits
for the cone, parametrized by α.

(2) If ξ is a contact structure supported by the open book (B, θ), g is a Rie-
mannian metric on a 2n + 1-manifold M , P is a page of the open book,
and x ∈ int(P ), we can identify the space of directions in the open upper
half-space dxθ > 0 with the open upper hemisphere of the 2n-dimensional
unit gx-ball. This space can then be globally parametrized by 2n angles
φ1, . . . , φ2n, and these coordinates are independent on the metric. Given
ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕ2n) ∈ (0, π/2)2n, we let Cϕ = C〈Kϕ〉 be the cone structure gen-
erated by the collection Kϕ of 1-dimensional cones ker dα, where α is a con-
tact form for ξ adapted to the open book, and satisfying that φi(R+ ·ker dα) ∈
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[ϕi, π−ϕi] at every point of every page P , for every i = 1, . . . , 2n. Then Cϕ is
adapted to (B, θ). If φi(R+ · ker dα) = π for i = 1, . . . , 2n, then Cϕ is centered
at the Reeb vector field Rα of α.

(3) In the context of general relativity, if M is a time-orientable space-time (i.e.
it comes endowed with a Lorentz metric g, that is a pseudo-metric of signa-
ture (−1, 1, . . . , 1), and a global, continuous, non-vanishing time-like vector
field ∂t), then it has associated future and past light cones structures, given
by C+ = {v ∈ TM : g(v, v) ≤ 0, g(v, ∂t) ≤ 0}, C− = −C+ = {v ∈ TM :
g(v, v) ≤ 0, g(v, ∂t) ≥ 0}. Their orbits are the causal curves, i.e. respectively
the future-directed/past-directed paths.

A compact orientable manifold admits a Lorentz metric if and only if it
has vanishing Euler characteristic; in particular, every compact orientable
odd-dimensional manifold admits a Lorentz metric. Also, every compact
orientable odd-dimensional manifold admits an open book. One can then
consider the following situation. Take (B, θ) an open book for M , a Giroux
form α, and a compatible almost complex structure J on ξ = kerα, chosen
so that ξ|B is J-invariant. Then

gα,J = dα(·, J ·)− α⊗ α

is a Lorentz metric, whose future light cone Cα,J is weakly adapted to the
open book. These Lorentz metrics are at the bottom level of the causal hier-
archy, as they are totally vicious, i.e. they allow for “time travel”.

(4) As a concrete example of a famous totally vicious Lorentz manifold, satis-
fying Einstein’s field equations, we may consider Gödel’s metric (or Gödel’s
universe), given by (R3, gG) with

gG = gG(a) = −c2dt2 +
1

1 + ( r
2a

)2
dr2 + r2

(
1−

( r
2a

)2)
dθ2 + r2

c√
2a
dtdθ,

where c is the speed of light, a > 0 is Gödel’s parameter, and (t, r, θ) are
cylindrical coordinates on R3. We let rG = 2a be the radius of Gödel’s horizon.
Then ∂θ is space-like for r < rG, null for r = rG, and time-like for r > rG.
Note that

lim
a→+∞

gG(a) = −c2dt2 + dr2 + r2dθ2

is the metric for flat Minkowski 3-space. We take the standard contact form
on R3 given by

α = dt− r2dθ.
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t

yx r=rG

FIGURE 11. Gödel’s metric is static and rotationally symmetric (i.e.
∂t, ∂θ are Killing vector fields). Its cone structure tilts as we move
radially away from the origin. The circles in the (x, y)-plane of con-
stant radius r are space-like for r < rG less than the value of Gödel’s
horizon rG, null for r = rG, and time-like for r > rG. The pages of
the trivial open book on R3 in this picture correspond to t = const,
and the binding, to the circle “at infinity”. We can clearly guess from
this picture that this cone structure should be weakly adapted to the
trivial open book on R3, where α = dt− r2dθ is the standard contact
form in these coordinates, with Reeb vector field ∂t. This is indeed
true if rG is chosen adequately. Alternatively, one can turn the picture
around by changing charts, and think of the pages as θ = const, the
binding as the t-axis, r ≤ rG as the collar neighbourhood of the bind-
ing, and r > rG as the mapping torus of the identity monodromy; the
contact form α needs to be changed accordingly. Its Reeb vector field
is now ∂r for r > rG, and twists in r ≤ rG, coinciding with ∂t at r = 0.

We clearly have that Rα = ∂t is time-like, and one readily checks that the
restriction of gG to ξ = kerα = 〈∂r, ∂θ + r2∂t〉 is given by

gG|ξ =

 1

1+
(
r
rG

)2 0

0 r2
(

1 + ( r
rG

)2
(
4ac(
√

2− ac)− 1
))
 .
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Moreover, the expression 4ac(
√

2 − ac) − 1, a degree 2 polynomial in a, is
positive if

a ∈

(√
2− 1

2c
,

√
2 + 1

2c

)
.

We may e.g. take a = 1√
2c

. Given this condition on a, gG|ξ is then a Rie-
mannian metric for every r > 0, and hence ξ is indeed space-like for gG. See
Figure 11. It would be instructive to determine whether gG on R3 admits
a conformal compactification to a Lorentz metric on S3, which is weakly
adapted to the standard open book S3 = OB(D2,1); we will not pursue
this.
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